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ARTICLES 

From Comparative Advantage 
to Damage Control: 

Clarifying Strategic Issues 
Using SWOT Analysis 

Kevin P. Kearns 

The principal ingredient of strategic planning is SWOT analy• 
sis-the assessment of organizatlona! strengths, weaknesses. 
opportunities, and threats. SWOT am be either a powerful 
management tool or a supe,ficial and tven misleadillg exer• 
dse. Much depends on the tare with which decL,1011 makers 
integrate their analyses of internal and external faciors af 
feetir1g ,he fature of the arganization. This anide presents a 
simple yet powerful framework for identifying and clarifying 
four types of strategic issues facing nMproftt organizations. 

We c<mdutud an environmental .,;;can, including an assess
nunt of our mission and t.he competition, and concluded 
that we are pn-~Waned to achieve a comparative advantage 
In this. new market niche. 

~Executive director, Human Service Agency 

N OT LONG AGO, a statement like the one above would have 
been heard oniy in the executive suite of a private, for
profit corporation. But the growing p,>pularity of strategic 

planning in nonprofit mganizations has, among other things, ex
pamled the m,magrment lexicon to indut!e terms ltke envir<mme11-
ta! mm, comparative advantage, mur1,et 111.che---and, of course, SWOT 

Note· 'rhe u,Jihor gratduHy acknowledges the a<lvkc of h.1s coUc:igucs Davis 
Bobrow, Lawr<:w;c Howard, and Jay Sha[rUzat the Grn<l1.i:atc St:hoo·l of Hub!ic 
and International A:ffair:s, University of Pittsburgh~ and Jack Koteen, prcst~ 
dent of the Strategic Management Center, Boynton Beach, Flot!.<la 
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SWOT analysis 
can degenerate 

into a superficial 
list-generating 

exercise 

SWOT is the strategic planning acronym for Strengths, Weak
nesses, Oppnnunities, and Threats. In a word, SWOT embodies 
the conceptual and methode1logical core of stra,egic planning by 
focusing ~1ttc:ntio-n otl environmental trends that :may affect the 
mission and strategy of the agency, 

llm what information emerges at the end of a SWOT analysis, 
and how is it useful to the organization? 

When performed correctly, SWOT analysis helps nonprofit 
executives and trustees identify and clarify the fundamental policy 
choices facing the agency, thereby providing a prob!em-structur, 
ing tool that can help decision makers ask the right questions 
regarding the agency's mlssi<Jn, its programs, a11d ii!> interaction 
with the external environment (llryS-On, 1988, pp, !39-162), 

When performed poorly, however, S'WOT analysis can degen
erate inw a superficial !!st-generating exercise that produces four 
unconnected !ists: strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. 
W,thout a systematic effort to relate the lists to each other, they 
are of limited utility, especially in clarifying fundamental policy 
chokes facing the agency. Participam:s in this list-generating ex
ercise will have difficulty moving from the SWOT analysis to the 
formulation of strategies, partly because of their failure to use 
SWOT as a problem-structuring toot They will find themselves 
unwittingly "s,,lving" problems that have not been adequately 
defined, thereby increasing the likelihood of solving the wrong 
problem (loiffa, !968, p. 264; Dunn, 1981, pp. 109-110). 

Some Elementary Principles of 
SWOT Analysis 

The primary objective of SWOT analysis is to assess the agency's 
strategic position vis-a-vis changes in its external environment. 

Generally, we recommend that SWOT analysis he conducted 
first with respect to the external environment (opportunities and 
threats) before proceeding to analysis of the in!ernal environment 
(strengths and weaknesses). The !ogle here Is that !he organiza
tion must respond to the external environment, no, vice versa (see 
Espy, 1986, pp. 25-30), 

Wheelen and Hunger (1990, pp, 99-114) discuss two catego
ries of external environments, societal and task environments. The 
societal environment is composed of political, economic, socio• 
culturai, and technological factors, also known by the acronym 
PESTs (Bryson, 1988, p. 122), The range of specific forces within 
these PEST cate.gories ls, of course, quite extensive. ln general, the 
societal environment includes ;'macro" facwrs and trends such as 
life-style changes, inflation, and legislative initiatives that may 
positively or negatively affttt the mission and goals of the agency, 
These forces are sufficiently broad in scope to influence not only 
the specific agency in question, but perhaps the entire nonprofit 
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sector or even the broader array of public anr.l for-profit institu
tions in the societal· environment. 

The task environment, on the other hand, Is context specific; 
it is composed of factors and trends directly related to the mis
sions and goals of the ag1mcy in question or other competitor 
agencies. Forces in the task environment include, among others, 
competitive rivalry among existing agencies, the potential threat 
o! substittm: products, and c.hanges in the power or perceived 
needs ofspedfk groups of stakeholders si:u:h as clients, s11pp!!ers, 
interest gr;:,ups, or donors (see Porter, 1985, p. 6). Since these 
"micro" factors and trends are ·unique to organizations that pro
duce similar services, analysis of them ts sometimes called ,m 
industry analysis. 

In both the societal and task environments, decision makers 
search for factors (manifest) or trends (emerging) that present the 
organization with either opportunities for growth or service en
hancement or, conversely, threats to i!S c;:,re mission or support, 
ing activities. Participants in the SWOT analysis often discover 
that what constitutes a threat or an opportunity may acmally be 
a matter ;:,f perception. Forecasted growth in the size. of the agency's 
dient population, for example, would generally be perceived as an 
opportunity for vertical growth, but some people might see this 
trend as a threat, especially if the agency is not prepared to meet 
the increase.cl demand for it~ services, There is little to he gained 
by trying to precisely define these terms in advance, but miich to 
be gained by subjecting each opportunity and each threat to a 
rigorous test of underlying assumptions throughout the process, 

The internal environment is composed of factors related to the 
agency's products or services, structure, resources, operational 
procedures, culture, and c11rrent strategy (Wheelen and !-lunger, 
l990, pp. 46-48). Here, it may be helpful initially to think in 
terms of the "four resource groups" in any organiZ<Jtiou-finances, 
the work force, technology, and information-analogous to the 
four food groups in dietary analys'ls. At this stage, decision makers 
should he looking for ,xisti11g factors or emerging trends that 
suggest whether the agency is strong or weak with respect to its 
products or services, structure, resources, procedures, and so on. 

Whe11 examining both environments-internal and external
several analytical methods tnay be used, indudi11g qualitative 
methods, such as the ddphi technique or brainstorming: quanti
tative methods, such as tlme series analysis; and causal m<>dds, 
sueh as regression analysis (Olsen Eadie, 1982, pp. 22-28). 

Key Assumption of SWOT Analysis 
Traditional methods nf lollg-range phmning assume that pcrfor, 
mance targets, such as production quow, tan be developed through 
linear logic, which says that the future is an extensim1 of the past. 

s 
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SWOT's 
versat.ility and 

simplicity should 
nol be confused 
with "anything 
-~ __ goes,, 

SWOT analysis, on the other hand, requires nonlinear and itera
tive thinking, which assumes that goals and strategies emerge 
from the juxrnposHion of opportunities and threats in the exJenial 
environment .and strengths and weaknesses in the internal envi
ronment. Instead of being pre0<:cupied with internally generated 
production or growth targets~ as in more traditional framcwr,rks 
for long-range planning, 5WOT requires decision makers to rnvi
sion their organization interacting with factors in the dynamic 
external environment that can eitl1er facilitate or impede progress 
toward the mission of the enterprise. 

Theory Versus Practice 
SWOT has many advantages as a conceptual framework for stra
tegic planning, H is a versatile and relatively simple tool that ls 
lmnitivdy appealing to !he professional manager as weU as the 
professional planner. lt is compatible with a wide variety of ana
lytical techniques and, therefore, can be done with the aid of a 
computer or on the back of an envelope. H can be used as a "rul.e
of-thumb" method for individual managers lo organize their think
ing about specifk issues (see, for example, Isenberg, 1964) or as 
a formalized procedure for guiding a group of stakeholders toward 
a consensus on the strategtc direction of the organization (see, for 
instance, Barry, 1986). 

But 5WOT's versatility and simplicity should not be confused 
with "anything goes." ln fact, for maximum hendit SWOT de
mands rigorous discipline and sometimes tedious iteration, 

Overthe past eight years, l have worked doselywith executives 
and board members from many types of organizations-health 
care, higher education, human services, philanthropy, government, 
and others-as they attempt to apply the theory of SWOT analysis 
to the strategic choices facing their organizations. Many of these 
interactions have been in "laboratory" settings ( that is, more than 
thirty executive seminars and m.idcareer educational programs) 
where participants have engaged in stroctnred exercises to apply 
the SWOT methodology in their own context. Other interactions 
have been in "applied" settings (for example, consultancies with 
nonprofit organizations, chairing the planning and marketingrnm
mittee 011 the board of a for-profit corporation, staffing the planning 
process at a major university), whkh have provided opportunities 
for more dewlled and extensive collaboration. 

From these combined experiences, two observations emerge. 
First, decision makers often fall victim to one or several pitfalls of 
SWOT analysis, described in the next secticm. ln general, these 
pitfalls can be traced to the failure to carefully, and in an iterative 
manner, examine the relations among external and internal fac
tors. As a result, the SWOT analysis can quickly degenernte imo 
a superficial and even misleading list-generating exercise. 

The second observation is that the quality and rigor of the 
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SWOT analysis improves substantially when decision makers are 
introdueed to a simple, yet powerful, organizing framework de
scribed later. This framework evolved from repeated observations 
of .the difficulties enco11niered in the application of SWOT meth
odology, and from my dio!Sa!lsfaction with the way the methodol
ogy generally (with a rew notable exceptions) is described in the 
literature, Testing the effectiveness of this framework may be a 
viable topic for formal empirical research; for now, however, the 
supporting evidence is based on the overwhehrungly positive re
actions from decision makers who have used it. 

Some Common Pitfalls in the Use 
of SWOT Analysis 

The most frequent and potemtally most costly error in SWOT 
analysis is the failure to tink the assessments of the external and 
internal environments. Indeed, a!J of the pitfalls discussed in this 
section are, in some W!IY, tangents of the missing link prci>lem. 

l11 the appl!Clc\tio11 of SWOT analysis in a variety of nonprofit 
organizations, l have seen a temptation to deal with the internal 
and external environments separately, m;ing only one or the other 
as a foundation for strategy development. This occurs when deci
sion makers are indined to launch a major strategy based solely 
on their analysis of external factors, ,vithout reflecting seriously 
on the relationship of these factors to internal constraints or 
distinctive competencies. The missing linkproblem also r.an mani
fest itself in the reverse phenomenon---.developing strategies soldy 
on the basis of perceived internal strengths or weaknesses withom 
regard for what is happening in the external environment. 

A nonprofit organization, for example, might have an extraor
dinary database on its clients, donors, and regional demographic 
trends. This, of course, ls an internal strength of the agency and 
might he the ba,is for a strategy nf distributing the data base tG 

other agencies in the region or pe:i:haps launching a consulting 
enterprise to enhance the visibility, prestige, and revenue flows for 
the agency (see Crimmins and Keil, 1983, for other examples of 
enterprise ac:ivities). But is !here a market demand for the infor
mation in the da1abase or the consulting service? ls there truly an 
external opf)Ortunity on which to capHalizc? What are the legal 
issues in the distribution of the data or the establishment of the 
consulting service? ls there an external threat to the strategy' 

These are funda:ncn!a[ ques!i<ms relaicd to the external envl
nmment. Amazingly, fundamental questions often are overlooked 
in the SWOT analysis unless there is a conscious effort to relate 
external an<l internal faelors. 

"Blue Sky" Problem 
The blue sky problem is the result of unfounded optimism, and it 
can manifest itself in various ways !n SWOT analysis, cont.aminat• 
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The blue sky 
problem is the 

result of 
unfounded 

-- optimism _ 

ing assessments of hoth the internal and e,nerool environments. 
Initially, opportunities can look very pniwising, until decision 
makers ,eallstkaUy assess what inlernal conditions wc,u!d h.!ve to 
prevail before the agency can take advantage of the opponunity. 
Conversely, internal strengths can he exaggerated and weaknesses 
overlooked or underestimated. 

The lrttstees of a neighborhood health dinic, for exampk, 
might p;;rceive the opportunity t.o cxpa11d their fonding base to 
include various federal grants (adapted from Barry, 1986). To 
qualify for such grams. however, the agency must meel federal 
standards, which might require substantial investments in person
nel, facilities, or operating procedures. Moreover, there may he 
other more experienced agencies competing for these federal 
fonds. is the pursuit of the federal grant a viable strategy for 
horizontal growth or merely blue sky thinking, The agency lead
ers cannot answer this question until they reallstically assess the 
true benefits and costs of this apparent opportunity. 

I have seen a disturbing tendency for nonprofit executives and 
board members !O overestimate the potet>tial value of either a 
perceived opporttmity, or the agency's ability to successfully com
pete for a share of the opportunity, or both. Whether this is the 
result of simple naive optimism or a more sinister fonn of insti· 
tutional arrogance, the result is the same: valuable time and re
sources arc invested at great risk. 

"Silver Llning" Problem 
The silver lining problem is manifested when decision makers 
underestimate the potential influe.nce of envlr<>nment.al threats. 
There may be a temptation to view every threat as a potential op
portunity or, in other words, to believe that threats are merely 
opportunities in disguise. This philosophy-a kind of "macho" 
managerial styk---can be helpful and even essential for entrepre• 
neurial ventures, but it must be tempered with mtllsm, foresight, 
aud once again, a careful effort to understand the nature of external 
threats in relation to specific internal weaknesses and strengths. 

l believe th.It external threats have a silver lining only when 
the agency is prepared in advance to mobilize specific internal 
resources (strengths) toattaek the threat aud perhaps even trans
form ii into an opportunity. 

For example, the chfof executive officer of a major nonprofit 
research institution stated publklythat he "welcomed" a congres
sional investigation of whether federal research funds were being 
appropmtely spem, He viewed the investigali.on as an opportu
nity lo demonstrate his institution's superior financial controls. 
Not being intimatelyfamlliarwi!hhis institution's complex record
keeping and accounting procedures, the executive was surprised 
and publicly embarrassed when the investigation uncovered sev
eral notable discrepancies, where funds intended for research had 
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actually been spent on certain administrative activities. Sadly, the 
threat was misperceived and underestimated because it was not 
carefully assessed in relation to the institution's imernal operations. 

"All Things to All People" Problem 
When driven by the art things !o ail people philosophy, decision 
makers tend to focus their attention on the agency's weaknesses, 
taking it for granted that the agency must do everything equally 
well. Thus, In the SWOT analysis, they devote inr,rdina,e anention 
to the agency's weaknesses and the acti<>ns necessary to eorrect all 
of those weaknesses. Naturally, all organizations should continu• 
ally strive toward improvements in quality and should try to 
minimiJte their vulnerabilities, but not at the expense of ignoring 
their distinctive competencies, their fundamental mandate, and 
;heir core mission. Conversely, they need to reeogni,:e when other 
agencies have already achieved a distinctive competency and are 
better equipped to meet certain needs. 

The idealism that chatacteriaes many nont,rofit organizations, 
especially social service organizations, airuributes to this dilemma 
as decision makers attempt to address all needs In their domain. 
Financial constraints and growing competition among nonprofit 
organizations also may encourage the philosophy of all things lo 
a!! people. 

"Putting the Cart Before the Horse" Problem 
Putting tht earl before the horse is manifested when decision mak
ers develop strategies and action plans before they haw suili
dently clarified the strategic policy choices facing the agency. We 
are sympathetic to this prnblem because nonprofit board memb,,rs 
and executives are, after all, action-oriented people. The evidence 
(see, for example, Middle.ton, 1987, p. 143) suggests thAt trustees 
and executives perceive their collective mandate as producing 
resulLs, not contemplating missions and strategic issues. They 
want the planning process to answer questions, not pose new 
questions. 

This inclination, while understandable, can lead to serious 
problems when decision makers respond prematurely to strategic 
issues that have not been adequately formulated and defined.John 
Bryson is most fervent in advocating the formulation of strategic 
issues prim to the devdo1nnent of strategies when he succinctly 
says, "An answer without an issue ls not an answer" (Bryson, 
1988, p. 160). 

Dunn (1981, p. Wl) observes that most strategic issues are 
"ill-structUred," involving uncertainty, conflicting interpretations, 
and risk. Also, Mi\roff and Emshoff (1979) suggest that decision 
makers who are in disagreement over one ,w more suggested 
strategies should first examine the underlying assumptions•each 
of them has made in framing the strategic choices facing the 

Decision makers 
sometimes 

devote inordinate 
attention to the 

agencys 
weaknesses 
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Decision makers 
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identifying 
external 

opportunities 
and threats 

agency. Only then can constn.tctive discussion.s of alternative strat . 
. egies proceed. The evidence is building for a ·sociocogni\ive ap
proach" (Dttnn and Ginsberg, l 986) to organiz~Hional analysis 
that takes inw account the implicit assumptions, values, and 
be.lief systems ( thal is, frames of refen::nce) used by decision 
1nakers to first frame problems before evaluating their options, 

A New Framework: Avoiding the Pitfalls 
of SWOT Analysis 

The process of explicitly relating internal strengths and weak• 
nesses to external opportunities and threats can yield new insights 
and perhaps challenge prevailing assumptions. ln effect, SWOT 
analysis am help nonprofit agencies ask the right questions before 
implementing strategies. These indude questions such as the fol
lowing: How can the agency leverage its strengths to take advan
tage of emerging opportun!ti<,s? Should the agency nuke substantial 
investments in selected areas of ¼~$:kness in order to compete 
more effectively with another age11cy that has already established 
a clear comparative advantage? Ca11 the agency mobilize resources 
or redirect its energies to avert a potential threal or tratisfonn the 
threat into an opportunity? These and other fundamental polky 
choices must he clarified before the agency can respond with 
strategies and tactics, 

The pitfalls outlined above can be avoided with the use of a 
simple, yet powerful, framework fur Integrating the analysis of 
external and internal factors. 

SWOT Analysis, Round 1: 
Identifying Opportunities and Threats 
In this new framework, decision makers begin by identifying 
external opportunities and threats in the societal and task envi
ronments. But the process of identifying external factors should be 
iterative and closely coordinated with the identification of internal 
factors. Thus, as each opportunity or threat is identified, decision 
makers should immediately begin the process of integration by 
asking these questions: "\Vhat strengths of the agency will help us 
capitalize on this opportunity or avert this threat?" and "\\'hat 
weaknesses of the agency will prevent us from capitlllizing on this 
opportunity or averting this threat?" {see Freedman and Van 
Ham, 1982), They can begin to make rhese preliminary assess
ments by generating a preliminary list of strengths and weaknesses 
that flows directly from the preliminary list of opportunities and 
threats. 

This initial iterative process represents a fundamental depar
rore from the manner in ,vhich SWOT arutlysis is typically de
scrlbed in the lloorature (see, for exatnple, Koteen, I 989; Espy, 
1986: Barry, 1986) and applied in practice. By followlng this 
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procedure. decision makers begin to address the missing link 
problem disl:ussed irt the previous section. Of equal importanee, 
they are forced by this process to formulate more precise and more 
reali~tic definitions of opportw!lty, threat. strength, and weakness. 
Finally, this process often leads to a1111lytical questions that re
quire further research, For example, If d~l$lon =~s find !hit 
they do not know enough about a p,;rcelved opportunity to be 
reasonably able to correlate it wish lnt,mia! factors, th<;y may 
commission a staff member to dQ a more detalkd analysis of the 
external and internal factors. 

SWOT Analysis, Round 2: 
Identifying Strengths and Weaknesses 
Next, decision makers should focus more intently on strengths 
and weaknesses in!he internal environment. In this step, they wm 
expand the preliminary list of strengths and weaknesses generated 
in round 1. For each new item added to the list of internal factors, 
decision makers should ask, "Will this particular strength help the 
agency capitalize mum external opportunity or avert a threat?" 
imd "Will this particular weakness constrain the agency's efforts 
to capitalize on an oppommlty or avert a threat?" To answer these 
quest.ions, they will of course turn again to the preliminary list of 
opportunities and threats. l'lut it is likely that they also will add to 
the preliminary list by identifying new external factors that es• 
caped their attention in round L lndeed, the value of this second 
iEeration is to stimulate add\tiQnal reflection nn the prelim!nary 
lists of external and internal factors generated in round 1. 

SWOT Analysis, Round 3: Mapping Interactions 
Rounds l and 2, above, constitute a "matching" exercise in which 
the objective is to identify salient links between internal strengths 
and weaknesses and external opportunities and threats. ln round 
.3, we begin to morefu!!y clarify these links, via graphic portrayal, 
using a simple two--by-two matrix presented in Figure L 

Using a matrix format like that presented in figure 1, decision 
makers can develop a graphic portrayal or "map" of their SWOT 

Figure l. SWOT Analysis: Interaction of Internal 
and External FactCtrs 

-----------,,----------------------
Opl't<ltruuities Threats 

Strengths 

'A,'t;.aknesscs 
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A library 
consortium 
observed a 
subtle yet 

important trend. 

analysis. External opportunities and internal strengths that are , 
, significantly related to each mher are noted in Lhe upper left 

cJUadrant, threats and strengths that arc related are noted in the 
upper right quadrant, and so on. 

for example, a library consortium (adapted from Ford, 1991} 
in a large metropolitan area observed a subtle yet important trend 
h1 the \.~1ay criteria were being dcvdoprd hy foumlaHons-, iovcrny 
ment agencies, and other organizations thm made grants to the 
consortium. Increasingly, the criteria seemed to be emphasizing 
interHbrary cot)pcratlon and n~sourcc sharing, This trend was 
perceived as a potential oppormnity that coincided nicely with the 
consortium's demonstrated record in facilita1ing cooperative ven
tures amo.ng several of the region's largest academk libraries, 
tmditionally known for their independence. Thus, the detected 
trend in funding criteria ( opportunily) alnng with the consortium's 
reputation as an effective ltais,m (Mrengdi) were noted in the 
upper left qnadrant of Figure L Moving diagonally to the lower 
right quadrant of the matrix, the library consortium predicted that 
its member institutions wouid be facing increasing!v severe bud-I . • 
getary constraints for the foreseeable future (threat). Unform-
nate!y, the consortium's own financial profile had shifted in the 
last few years, to the point where it was almost entirely dependent 
on member fees (weakness). Thus, the interaction of these two 
factors was noted in the lower right quadrant of Figure L 

Mattice.~ similar to Figure 1 have been used for many years by 
multiprnduct businesses to analyze the competitiveness of their 
product portfolios. In the Growth Shar<c Matrix developed hy the 
Boston Consulting Group (Hedley, 1977, p. 12; also see Day, 
1977; Wensley, 1981), each of a corporation's products is plotted 
on a matrix with two dimensions: (1) the anticipated growth rate 
of the market In which the product competes, and (2) the product's 
competitive position in the market. Products with a strong compet
itive position in a growing market are called stars, which may be 
nurtured through intensive research and development and mar
keting activities. Products with a strong position in a declining 
ma,ket are called ,ash cows, which are "milked" for their profits, 
perhaps to feed the stars. Weak products in a dedining market are 
called dogs, which may be phased out or sold to anothet company. 
Fina!!y, weak products In an expanding market are called question 
marks because their potential future value to, the company is 
uncertain. 

Another popular matrix format is the GE Business Screen, a 
three-by-three m;;trix developedfor General Electric by Mcl<insey 
and Company (see Certo and Peter, 1988, pp. 96-100). The two 
dimensions ofthe GE Bl.l$iness Screen are {l) !ndustrv attractive
ness and (2) business strength/competitive position: These two 
dimensions contain a number of subfactors not indnded in the 
Growth Shme Matrix of the Boston Consulting Group. 
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Finally, freedman and Van Ham (1982) developed a Synergy 
Matrix as a strategic planning tool at N. V. Philips, a multinational 
corporation tn the Netheriands (also see Btyson, 1988, p. 150). 
This matrix is conreprually quite similar to the matrix m Figure 
l. Market opportunities and threats are listed one by one horizon
tally across the top of the matrix, and business strengths and 
weaknesses are listed vertically down the left side. Decision mak
ers then use a voting procedure to identify the most salient or 
strategically important interactions of external and internal fac.• 
tors, which, In turn, are noted with plus and minus signs in the 
corresponding alls of the matrix. Thus, a plus sign would be 
inserted in the cell where an oppormnlty and a strength interse<:t, 
a minus sign would mark the intersection of threats and weak
nesses, and so on. Freedman and Van Ham suggest that decision 
makers identify ten opportunities and threats and ten strengths 
and weaknesses. thereby producing a matrix with twenty cells. 

II was fascination with these three types of matrices, espe
cially the Freedman and Van Ham fotmat, comhined with prior 
research on matrix representations of management choices (Keams, 
1985; Saaty and Kearns, 1985; Kearns, 1986), that led w the 
development of the matrix in Figure 1 and exploration of its 
applications in a variety of nonprofit seminars and consulting 
assignmems. Wh,!e the matrix format itself ls not a new ide,,, l 
know of no similar efforts to explore and expand its applications 
in the n<>nprofit sector. 

SWOT Analysis, Round 4: Issue Classification 
farlier l noted that SWOT analysis is not an end in itself, hut a 
means to identify and clarify the critical choices-strategic is
sues--facing the agency. The matrix presented in Figure l lends 
itself to the identificatinn of four classes of strategic Lssues faring 
many nonprofit organizalions. In Figure 2, these f(lur classes are 

Figure 2. SWOT Analysis: Issue Classification 

EXTERNAL FACTORS 
--

{N rt:RNAL b\C!ORS Opporrunltks Threats 

Srrengrhs Cnmpartuive Mob-rnlz~tioh 
AJ\',1magc 

Wta!<ne-s:scs lrwe-.tment/ Dam:1ge-

I Divcstmc-m Ct'mtrol 

SWOT analysis 
is not an end in 

itself 
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labeled as follows: (1) Comparative Advantage, (:l.) Mobilization, 
(3) lnvestment/Divestment, and (4) Damage Control. 

The upper left qua<lrnm of Figure 2 highhghts for decision 
makers the mix of circumstances in which the agency enjoys an 
exceptionally strong P"sition, by virtue of its screng:hs, to capital• 
ize on certain p-erceive<l opponunitles. Thus, in the foxicon of 
strategic planning\ the agency ~ppt.'.ars 10 have a comparative ad
l'antage relative to rnmpe!lng agencies, It may be, as in the case of 
the library consortium above, ihat no other agency has a similar 
record of accomplishment in a service for whlcl1 the demand 
appears to be growing, Or perhaps the agency c1m, with minor 
adjustments, position itself to take advantage of opportunities that 
will emerge in the future. 

The comparative advantage cell represents the set of desirable 
circumstances wward which all organizations-public, private, or 
u,mprofit---{;ont>mially sttivc. Yet ii is not sufficient to merely 
identify these happy circumstances. Critical choices remain as to 
how the agency can solidify its comparnti.ve advantage in a con
stantly changing environment or, conversely, achieve a compara
tive advantage bdore other agencies can detect and act on the 
same -0pportunlties, These choices constitute, in a general way, 
one important category nf strategic issues facing the agem:y, Thus, 
in generic terms, the comparative advamage issue facing decision 
makers is the following: How can the axen,:y leverage ils suengths 
to achieve or enhance its comparative advantage, thereby capitalizing 
on a perceived Op/J-Ort!lnity? This very general formulation of a 
strategic issue must be given more precision and clarity accc>rding 
to the specific circum&tances of the agency, Inevitably, conflicting 
goals and assumptions need to b<: clarified and often trade-offs 
must be resolved, I discuss the p,rn;ess of issue clarification in the 
following section, after further exposition of the next three ge
neric-issue categories. 

The upper right quadrant of Figure 2 direcl5 attention to 
issues of mobilization, Here the agency faces certain threats from 
the external environment. !mt it seems to be in a relatively strong 
position to avert these threats ti deciskm makers can effectively 
mobilize the agency's resources, If the agency is exceptionally 
strong, it may even att<:mpt to "manage" its environment by trans
forming certain threats into opponunities for it,s long-term advan
tage, Thus, the generic i;;sue ln th<e mobilization cell is the following: 
How can the agency mobilize its str0gths to avert a perceived threat 
or even tr,:rnsform that threat into an opportunity? 

The 1nobilization issue, as phrased above, presents the agency 
with two types of chokes. On tht: one hand, averting a threat 
preserves !he status quo w!!h the goal of emerging from a poten
tially damaging $ituation unscathed. On the other hand, when 
auempling to transform a threat into an opportunity, the agency 
seeks to advance i!S position by using a threatening situation to its 
long-term advantage, This seeond option Is entrepreneurial and 
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involves an element of risk, as illustrated earlier in our discussion 
of the silver lining problem. 

ln the bottom left quadrant of Figure 2, decision makers face 
an ambiguous set of circumstances. They are presented with a 
potentially promising opportunity ti\il.t, at present, they are not 
well positioned to exploit. Three s1rategk choices are availiible; 
(l) investing tn weak programs to tran,;form them into strengths, 
thereby seeking a comparative advantage, (2) divesting these weak
nesses and allowing the opportunity to pass, perhaps to another 
agency that already enjoys a comparative advantage, or (3) lto!d111g 
onto the status quo by neither investing nor divesting, In the first 
and second choices, investing or divesting, decision makers must 
beware of the blue sky and all things to a!l people phenomena 
discussed earlieL While the third option, holding, appears to be 
extremely conservative, it may actually be a strategically clever 
choice if, depending on the circumstances, the decision makers 
believe they can maintain a position just strong enough to perh~ps 
negotiate a partnership wlth a stronger agency at a future time. 
Thus, the generic issue presented in the bottom left quadrant is 
this; Should the agency invest it, scarce ,esources in weak programs 
to become more competitive vi,.,a-vis a perceived opportunity 7 

Finally, the bottom right quadrant of Figure 2 presents situa• 
tlons that may be very damaging, even catastrophic, for the agency 
or for cerrain of its programs. Here the ded;;ion makers are forced 
lQ .confront the unpleasant fact that the agency is currently ill
prepared to address one or more ominous threats looming oh the 
horizon. The agency's weaknesses in this rnix of circumstances 
make it extremely vulnerable, and its best hope may be to engage 
in tactics or strategies of damage wntro!. Thus, the generic strate
gic issue in the damage control quadrant is the following: In light 
oj Its vulnerable position, how can the agency control Hr at least 
minimize the damage that may be inflicted by impending threats? 

Of course, there may be a slim chance for more optlmLstic 
scenarios if the agency has the time and resources to transform its 
weaknesses into strengths. This might be a reasonable approach if 
the perceived threat is not expected to present itself in the imme
diate future, Unfortunately, agencies that find themselves in the 
damage control quadrant often are forced to engage in crisis 
management he<:ause they h,ive discovered the threat only after its 
disruptive effects are being felt. Like a battleship that has been 
stmck by a torpedo, its best h{)pc may be merely to remaln afloat. 
Even in ctlsis situati•)ns, however, the-re may be t:trnteitc -chokes 
available to help plan for and energize the damage control opern• 
tions before it is ton late (Meyers, 1986). 

SWOT Analysis, Round 5: lssue Clarification 
The four strategic issues presented above are merely generic rep
resentatiotis of the types of choices that emerge from a carefully 
condm.,ed SWOT analysis. N ()W, decision makers !"'ust attempt to 

Strategic choices 
may be available 

to energize the 
damage control 

operations -- -··----- -~----
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add greater clarity and specificity to each of the four generic-issue 
· categr;ries The ohje,·tive is to formulate ~nd reach agreement nn 
a set of questions ·in each category that reflect the cdttcal choices 
facing the agency, Naturally, the way these choices aTI' framed will 
depend on the context and the specific mixture of strengths, 
weakne5ses, opportunities. and threats, There arc. however, cer
tain genera! prindpies that should guide the process of issue 
clarification. Before examining these principles, we present a brief 
illustration (adapted from C!ark, l9SH) of how one agency at, 
tempted to -chuify its chokes related to an apparent comparative 
advantage. 

The board and executive staff of a YMCA branch scanned their 
environment, using focus-group methods with key constituent 
groups, and noted an apparent increase in ,he demand for total 
family health care and !l.tness programs, They perceived this trend 
as a potential opportunity. A strength of i.his organization, as for 
many ThlCAs, was its community image as a family-oriented 
facility. Thus, relative to many priva!e hCj!hh dubs in the area that 
catered to young singles, this YMCA branch enjoyed an apparent 
comparative advantage in the family health and fitness market. 
The comparntlve advantage issue for this agency was initially 
framed as follows: "How can the agency leverage its public image 
as a family-oriented facility to capitalhe on the perceived trend 
toward family health and fitness activities?" 

Subsequent discussion of this issue revealed that the decision 
makers did not unequivocally support ,he way the issue was 
framed, Some of them worried that the interests of other impot, 
tant constttuendes--senlor citizens, the handicapped, singles
would suffer, thereby challenging the core maru:Llte, mission, and 
values, Others noted tru,;t family structures are changing, with 
consequent effects on their activities and schedules, Indeed, the 
initial framing of the issue prompted a useful discussion of what, 
in fact, wnsthutes a "family." Finally, concern was expressed 
regarding ll11 intensified debate in the state capitol on the related 
issue of "unfalr competition" by tax-exempt nonprofit organiza• 
lions {Rose-Ackerman, 1982). The decision makers wanted to 
avoid even the appe,mmce of aggressively competing with private 
health dubs, which might jeopardize the agency's tax-exempt 
status. 

After fort.her discussion of critical asstunptions, the agency's 
mission, and competing goals, the decision makers re[ramed the 
issue as follows; "How can the agency develop more family pro
grams while (1) continuing to meet the needs of special consl.itu
encies, and (2) avoiding direct competition with private health 
clubs?" 

The decision makers in this case addressed several important 
questions before reframing an issue on which all of them could 
agree: 
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1. How is the issue re!a.ted to the agency's mandate, core mission, 
and values? 

2. How are the agency's clients and other stakeholders affected by 
,he issue? 

3. What assumptions are implicit in the issue, and are these 
~rnptions reilSOnable? 

4, ls thi, issue telated in some systemic way to another issue of 
equal irnportancel Can these issues be combined, or must they 
be addressed separately? 

By addressing these and other questfons (see Bryson, 1988, 
pp. 157-161), decision makers can clarify the key strategic chokes 
facing the agency. It is especially Important, as illustrated above, 
that an attempt be made to surface and constructively challenge 
the underlying assumptions implicit in the issue. ln the prnceding 
case, a central assumption concerned. the implied definition of a 
"family." and so the modified issue statement accommodated 
multiple inten>retations. In other cases, assumptions may involve 
the rdfability or validity of data that are used to forecast oppor
tunities or threats. Mitroff and Emshoff (1979) suggest that deci
sion makers focus most intently on those assumptions that (1) are 
most important to the legitimacy of tire issue, and (2) are least 
certain in terms ofavailable data and other evidence. Some explor
atory research has been conducted with methodologies designed 
to surface the frames of reference and as,;umptions of decision 
makers (Dunn and Ginsberg, 1986; Ke.irns, 1985). 

Within each of the four categories of issues, additional ques
tions can help decision makers clarify the chokes available. for 
example, each quadrant of the matrix can be further subdiVided 
into additional quadrants to add more precision to the analysis. 
Figure 3 shows how the comparative advantage quadrant can be 
subdivided to show more precisely the perceived benefits of op-

Figure 3. Clarification of Comparative Advantage Issues 
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portunities combined with a more probing assessment of the 
, agency's strengths, 

Subdividing each nf the four original quadrants, as we have 
illustrated in Figure 3, can help decision makers surfoee and 
clarify the assump1lnns they made earlier in the analysis. In Figure 
3, for example, the most intensive dehat<c should probably focus 
on the lower left and upper right quadrams, which, respectively, 
require: (1) a mmc thorough analysis of whether to invest in 
potential strengths, and (2) a more accurate assessment of the po
tential vaiue of an opportunity, Also, the type of analysis implied 
in Figure 3 wili be very useful _in developing priorities among 
strategic issues, which J address below (also see Dutton and 
Ottensmeyer, l 987), 

SWOT Analysis, Round 6: Issue Ranking 
In the preceding steps of this framework, decision makers may 
develop and refine many strategk issues, perhaps three or four in 
each quadrant of the matrix, Regardless of the number of issues 
generated, the agency will !lkdy not be able to address all of them 
simultaneously and with equal vigor. Most often, decision makers 
will need to esral:>lish a priority ranking of the issues using criteria 
that nmke sense within a specific context. 

The following criieria, some of which have been drawn from 
research on decision Wllkers· frames of reference (Kearns, 1985, 
pp. 199-202}, might be useful in establishing a simple rank order
ing of issues: 

l. The centrality of the issue to the agency's mandate and mission 
2. The urgency of the issue tn terms of both time and impact 
3. The extent to which the agency can wntro1 the issue 
4, The cost of addressing the issue 
5. The pul>lic visibility of the Issue to clients, donors, and other 

important stakeholders 
6. The pervasiveness of the issue in terms of its impact on a wide 

range of agem;:y goals and functions 
7. The extent to whkh the issue affects fundamental values of the 

agency 
B. The extent to which the issue requires additioruil research in 

order to clarify the choices 
9. The extent to which competing agencies are addressing the same 

issue. 

While l recognize the need for priorities, J naturally caution 
against approaching issues in sequence such that the ranked issues 
are addressed only one at a time while other issues further down 
the list await their turn. Such an approach ignore,; the concept of 
resource allocation, according to which varying levels of effort are 
invested simultaneously in each of several activities, strategies, or 
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in this case, issues, Whe!her decision makers use a sophisticated 
process for determining !he perc.:n!l!ge of effort to devote to each 
issue (see, for example, Saaty, 1980; Saaty and Kearns, 1985), or 
a sunpi~ hraimtorming process, it ls important that they con
sciously ,:!ecide how much effort they wish to devote to pursuing 
the agency's COl!\pi\rative advantages versus mobilizing resources 
versus controlling damage, and so on. 

Conclusion 
The si:l.t•step framework presented here can help nonprofit agen
cies avoid all of the pitfalls of SWOT analysis outlined above. 

The missing link pro!Hem is addressed when decision makers 
search for meaningful relations among external and internal fac
tors. The first step (rounds 1 and 2) is to ask explicit questions 
regarding these relationships when developing the initial lists of 
sttengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. The matrix for
mat (round 3) then graphically pomays these presumed relation
ships fur subsequem aru,lysis. 

The blue sliy and silver lining problems are addressed during 
the process of issue clarification ( rounds 4 and 5), in which 
import:ant assumptions about Internal and external factors are 
surfaced and constructively analyzed. The semantic process of 
framing strategic choices helps to bring out some hnportant as
sumptions, while others often are identified during the process of 
issue ranking (round 6), when decision makers are forced to 
consider impommt criteria and trade-offs. 

The at/ things to al! people problem is addressed primarily 
during the issue-l'anklng phase (round 6), when decision makers 
realize that they must allocate scarce resources selectively and 
strategkal!y. The issue-darifkation phase (round 5) also addresses 
this pitfall because it tends to focus attention on the distinctive 
competencies of the agency and its true comparative advantages 
relative to other agencies. This alone often is sufficient to remove 
the ohsessinn with the agency's weaknesses. l'artidpants may 
naturally gravitate toward the philosophy of trying to do a few 
things exceptionally well rather than inves!lng scarce resources in 
second-rate programs. 

Finally, the entire six-step process addresses the rnrt before the 
horse problem because it is driven toward the formulation of stra
tegic issues rather than struteglc responses. Thus, using this pro
pos.-d framework, dec.ision makers seek only to pose the key 
questions or choices facing the agency. Later in the strateg,c 
planning process, they will formulate strategies, tactics, and ac
tion plans to address the issues, 

Loglsrkally. the framework proposed here can be accom
plished over several momhs or in a day of intensive discussion 
among trustees and the executive staff. It depends on factors such 
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People are 
immediately 

attracted to the 
logic of the 

matrix Jormat ~------~~-----· 

as the i.ize aru:l. c9mp!exicy of the a,l;ency, the rehahill1y of available 
\fata, am! course the predisposition decision makers lo c,m
duct a thmough SWOT analysis. 

The framing of strategic issues is the critical component of 
strategic planning, and decision makers should agree in advance 
to devol<c a significant portion of the planning process to this 
efforl. But even in one-day workshops. we have found that agen
cies can at least make some substantial progress toward framing 
a set of important strategic issues. \i\'hile the evidence is purely 
anecdotat we have fotmd !hat people are immediately attracted to 
the logic of the m;1trix format and the resulting four categories of 
$trategi;c issues. Thus, even if they do not take !he time for rigor
ous clarification and ranking of issues, they may use the fonr 
generic categorfos of comparative adv,mtage, mobili::ation, invest
ment, and rutmJlge control to organize their thinking and as a 
guide for subsequent planning. 

finally, l often recommend that dtents Ilse the matrix format 
of issue classification in the day-to-day process o! management 
and governance, not just in the periodic (and often sporadic) 
cycles of formal strategic planning. For example, having a large 
portable matrix, like mat in Figure 2, available for reference at 
regular board meetings can help the executive staff and the trust
ees enhance the quality of their dialogue on agenda items that are 
strategic arul, therefore, properly within the domain of the board. 
Used in this way, the matrix can have a cognitive impact by 
gradually but steadily reorienting decision makers toward a con
tinuous process of strategic thinking versus episodic strategic 
planning, Also, repeated reference to the matrix format might 
have an important cultural impact on the board of directors by 
serving as a subtle, yet constant, reminder that their primary role 
is in Issue formulation, strategy development, and govermmce, not 
in the minute details of day-to-day management. 

KEVIN P. KEIIRNS is associate professor and director of the nonprofit 
manageme11t program at the Grad!late School of Public and Interna
tiimal Affairs, University of Pittsburgh. 
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